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Mayfair 5520

Oberfläche

green

orange

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Spain

Manufacturer Vibia

Designer Diego Fortunato

Year of design 2016

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

Diameter in cm 30

material methacrylate, polycarbonate, steel

height adjustment height determinable

dimming 1-10V dimmable

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >90

Luminous flux in lm 2,027

Color temperature in Kelvin 2,700 extra warm white

canopy dimensions ∅ 16 cm

system performance 1 x 2.4 + 1 x 12.6 Watt

total height 200 cm

Dimensions H 6 cm | Ø 30 cm

Description

The Vibia Mayfair 5520 pendant lamp has a translucent shade which for the
most part directs the light directly downwards. In part, the light is also emitted
through the shade into the room and upwards, where it is reflected by the wall
or ceiling. The lamp is an update of pendant lamps over billiard tables,
whereby the designer Diego Fortunato chose a fresh, innovative design. The
lamp shade is available in green or orange. In both versions, the light rod is in
graphite grey. The pendant light is height settable and dimmable on site with
1-10 volts or Push. A DALI dimmable version or a version with Casambi
module is also available on request. With a Casambi module, it is possible to
operate the lamp via smartphone or tablet using the Casambi app via
Bluetooth. The Casambi technology also offers the option of switching the light
on at specific times via a timer. In addition to this lamp with translucent shade,
the Mayfair 5525 with opaque shade and other surfaces is also offered from
the series.
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